
CULTURAL REVOLUTIONARIES OF WESTERN THINKING…

_regard themselves as equal to all life forms

_know that life is too complex to understand it intellectually

_value interdependence, since they know that nothing is separate

_build and support local, self-governed economies

_value and safe-guard diversity of all kind

_love and support children unconditionally

_know about ecological principles and integrate them into their lives

_see music and dance as an integral part of their expression and communi-

cation

_live on an animate earth and regard it as sacred

_know how to grow their own food

_know how to listen

_appreciate their sensory awareness

_celebrate life

_cooperate

_make the shift from thinking ‚either, or‘ to thinking ‚as well, as‘

_share their knowledge

_understand and integrate process as a way of being

_are not identified with their body, thoughts or emotions

_are not identified with any social tag, their past or their future

_are aware that the very essence of who they are is life itself

_turn from dependent consumers to responsible producers

_value and integrate the wisdom of women

_value and integrate the wisdom of indigenous cultures

_value generalist knowledge

_work towards diversification and decentralization

_are looking for ways so that their interests and talents may unfold

_have the courage to resist and disobey laws that render self-rule, self-pro-

visioning, and self-sustenance illegal

_have the courage to protect and defend their natural environment

_are informed about the current money system and identify it as a cont-

emporary form of enslavement

_identify and boycott biological, cultural, social and philosophical mono-

cultures

_boycott monopolies of any kind

_value environmental and human ethics over profit maximization

_boycott corporations and banks operating for profit maximization

_reclaim land and forests as common good

_reclaim water as common good

_reclaim biodiversity and knowledge as common good

_are aware that they participate in the process of co-creation at all time

_question everyone who promotes one solution
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SOME 
BACKGROUND

The ‘Cultural Revolutionaries’ Project, along with its 

declaration, emerged in 2008/09, while I was inspired 

by the work of Rupert Sheldrake, the Tipping Point 

Theory and the concept of Memes. 

In fact, maybe a slightly more contemporarily sensib-

le or smart, or less loaded name would be something 

like ‘Declaration of Regenerative Culture’…

To keep it simple: It is based on the idea that thoughts are 

not personal, but that they might be seen as emerging 

vibration that eventually expresses itself in behaviour.

And further, that when a crucial number of ‘individuals’ 

execute a certain thought or behavioural pattern, this 

pattern is likely to take over and become a dominant one in 

a certain group, or it may suddenly appear with other indivi-

duals, in a different location, without obvious ways of com-

munication.

Hence, I thought, I’d try to come up with a sort of blueprint 

of thoughts and behaviour that, if embodied and imple-

mented, would definitely help to rebalance dynamics that I 

felt very one-sided and thus destructive in civilized cultures.

This thought pattern then should be read and thus thought 

by as many as possible, so that its field would be amplified. 

In a way not a very new or elaborate strategy, I admit.

But I felt it worthwhile. It also was fun to experiment with 

street art techniques (stencils/spraying, pamphlets, 

stickers…‘Declare Interdependence!’...), and to have the 

declaration be translated by as many international friends 

and acquaintances as I could come up with. (This was 

pre-google translate.)

I somehow feel the points are still quite contemporary and 

relevant (and doing their thing…), rippling out in and 

through your field of perception just a few moments ago.

In the end, of course, the project itself might just be seen as 

yet another expression, or notion towards homeostasis. 

Nothing personal, certainly…

Thank you for following your curiosity.
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